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The access to the historic archives of Dorcol, the Jewish quarter of Belgrade,  

enabled me to find more about where and how my family lived in that past. This new 

information motivated and triggered my long time desire to document what was left of 

the memorial of my family Levi from Dorcol since the early 19th century, who perished in 

the Holocaust in the tragic year of 1942.

For all those interested, the pictures and documents in the following text,  may 

be sufficient to demonstrate how daily life can easily and quickly be transformed into 

chaos and tormented suffering. How it was possible that several generations be 

eliminated by planned systematic mass murder, is not comprehensible even until today.

Upon the end of World War II, my father Monicko Levi, son of Elijas Levi and 

Venecija Levi (née Kalmic) held hopes for a long time that other Levi family members 

would reappear.

Sadly, 1942 was a cruel year which had irrevocably taken 21 members of his 

immediate and at one time numerous family. At the close of the war, the sole immediate 

survivors were my father Monicko and the young Glorija, daughter of Monicko’s sister 

Ela. Amongst other war survivors were a few of the broader Levi family: Streja Davico 

with her brother Josif Levi, and a few of the broader Kalmic, Alkalaj, and Adanja families.



Throughout his futile search for news of his disappeared family, instead of 

finding them alive, Monicko came upon a package at the house where the family lived 

and where they were taken from to the concentration camps.

The German occupation of Belgrade brought an arduous time for the citizens of 

Belgrade, and for the Jews of Dorcol the start of the Holocaust. 

Foreseeing the approaching malevolence, my grandfather Elijas gathered the 

pictures, familial documents and prayer books and hid them in the attic immediately prior 

to his forced departure to the concentration camp from which he nor any of his family 

ever returned.

From the havoc and human tragedy of the war, only this priceless bundle of 

pictures and documents has remained as testimony to the existence of the people who 

lived, worked and then abruptly vanished.

Looking over the pictures and documents innumerable times, I have always 

attempted to know more of those that seemed at once so close and yet so mysteriously 

distant.

I realized that it has now become my turn, with this writing, to shed some light 

on all those pictures and documents that have slowly over-time begun to fade and fall 

into unawareness, and with that the final forgetting of the tragically perished family.



Writing of the disappearance of my large sephardic family, I would like to 

honour and pay respect to my family who loved Dorcol, and to whom, probably until their 

last moments, the catastrophic situation that beheld them in their beloved Dorcol was 

incomprehensible. It was unbelievable, inconceivable and above all, tragic. In this way, 

with anguished souls, they faced their death in Banjica, Jajinci, Tasmajdan, Topovske 

Supe, Sajmiste, torture centers of the Special Police and the Gestapo, and the gas 

wagons. The period of occupation in Belgrade, and especially in 1942, changed the face 

of Dorcol for a long time. It became dismally quiet and empty after the evil that reigned, 

devoid of many of its residents that were never to return.

In the post-war archives of Belgrade in which we find depictions of the atrocities 

and the massacre of Jews during that time in the concentration camps, allows many the 

opportunity to finally learn the just and difficult truth about the disappearances of entire 

families. When history is as tragic and inhumane as the Holocaust, the uncovering of the 

truth is of great significance not only for today’s time and generations, but for those that 

will follow. Personally, preparing this piece of history of my family brought me greater 

understanding and a closeness to people that I have only known in pictures since my 

childhood. Furthermore, this writing contributes to my desire to connect my ancestors to 

their descendants and inevitably prolong their existence.  

The names of concentration camps mentioned in this text can be found in the 

Wikipedia online encyclopedia with poignant descriptions of prisoner life before their 

death.  



Discovering new information on the history of Dorcol, the image of my family is 

enriched, with who they were, where they worked and how they spent their time, and 

how their lives were entwined in every day life in Dorcol. 

The excerpts of the writings of Ignjat Slang are of interest as a historical 

overview of that place. The descriptions of daily life enable me to envision my family 

during this time. 

“Beside the cordial and spiritual link that the Jewish person cultivates towards 

ancient Belgrade, he carries the conviction within him that he can happily live and 

prosper in the midst of a progressive, cultured and happy inhabitants of Belgrade.” An 

excerpt from Jews in Belgrade (1926) by Ignjat Slang. (Translated from Serbian to English by 

Venecija Levi-Breder and Dina Levi).

Very often, my father would say that his father Elijas would describe himself as 

a Serbian of Jewish faith, which to me seemed unusual and curious, until I read this to 

be a common practice of Jews from Dorcol. 



For further information and historic insight into the lives of Jews in 

Drocol, refer to the book Jews in Belgrade (Jevreji u Beogradu) by 

Ignjat Slang, in Serbian.



The following is a presentation of the archives 

and photographs of my family Levi with 

descriptions of who they were and how their lives 

ended.

Information on the post-war descendents, Elijas 

and Venecija were also added. 



Excerpt of the birth certificate 

of my great-grandfather Mose 

Levi. 

Photograph of clergy and clerks  from 

Dorcol in the 19th and 20th century.



Excerpt of the birth certificate 

of my grandfather Elijas Levi.

Old Dorcol synagogue where 

Elijas was given his name. (Photo by

Milan Jovanovic)



Elijas Levi ,1894 in Belgrade.



Rejna Kalmic, born in 1834. Married to  

Jakov Kalmic, parents to Venecija Kalmic

married Levi.

Back of photograph on the left. 



Rejna Kalmic, mother of  Venecija 

Levi, with her grand-daughters Sarina Levi

Estira-Cika Levi. 

Death announcement of  Rejna Kalmic 



Death announcements of Venecija Levi’s brothers. 



Excerpt of Venecija Kalmic’s birth certificate, 

clergyman Jakov Adanja can be found on the 

clergy group picture, 1875-1924. in the old 

synagogue in Belgrade. 

Venecija Kalmic,1895, Belgrade 



Wedding photograph of Venecija Kalmic 

and Elijas Levi in Belgrade, 1895.

Excerpt of marriage certificate of Elijas and Venecija,

issued in old synagogue in 1895 by Jakov Adanja, 

found in clergy group picture, 1875-1924.



Elijas and Venecija in Abacija (Opatija),1910.



Venecija (middle) with daughter Lenka (far right),1941, Belgrade.

Venecija Levi, nee Kalmic 1875. in Dorcol, was taken to a concentration camp, 

an alleged old age hospital, in Belgrade in early spring 1942. From there, she

was transported in the month of March by a gas wagon to Jajince, 

where she disappeared.

.



Post card from Elijas Levi to his wife Venecija written in Ladino using cyrillic letters. 



Although he described himself as a Serbian of Jewish faith, Elijas was a deeply 

devout Jew. He accepted the end of his life and the torment that beheld him and his 

family, like so many Jews did throughout the Holocaust, as God’s will. 

First page of bible.

Page from bible with Elijas’ 

monogram.

Elijas’ bible.



Levi family prayer books. 

Mosa (Bubi) Levi was born in 

Belgrade, in 1896.



Elijas and Venecija’s collection of telegrams and 

congratulatory cards for their first son Mose (Bubi)

Levi’s bar mitzvah. 

Two of many pages from 

the bar mitzvah memory book.



Mosa’s (Bubi) bar mitzvah invitation. 



Memory book containing Mosa (Bubi) Levi’s bar mitzvah speech.



Pages from the bar mitzvah speech. 



Pages from the bar mitzvah speech. 



Young Mosa (Bubi)’s handwritten letter to his mother Venecija. 



Charitable donation for the poor by Elijas, 

following the death of his son Mosa. 

Monicko at the Belgrade Jewish cemetery in 1985, next to 

his brother Mosa (Bubi) Levi’s tombstone, who tragically died

at 23 in 1916.



Elijas and Venecija with their children: Mosa(Bubi), Estira(Cika), Sarina, Ela i Rejna (Lenka).



Elijas and Venecija’s children: Estira(Cika), Sarina, Ela, Lenka, Jakov(Zak), Eliezer, Lazar(Tuca), 

and Mazal (Maca) in Belgrade in 1910.



Sarina Levi. In March of 1942 with her sister Bojka, she was obliged  to register at Tasmajdan as

a Jewish person, and to surrender personal belongings of value and the keys to her home, 

from where she was transported to Sajmiste, and all traces of her were lost.  



Venecija with daughter Lenka (inset left picture - Monicko with Glorija and Bebica. 

Inset right picture -Elijas with sons Monicko and Mosa).



Estira (Cika) Levi Cika with husband David Alkalaj



Avram (Acko) Alkalaj,son of Estira and David Alkalaj, taken with his mother to the Sajmiste 

concentration camp in 1942, from where all traces of both were lost.



Acko



Acko Alkalaj



Bebica  and Acko



Cika and Acko Alkalaj, photograph – postcard. Cika had sent the postcard to her husband David

Alkalaj during his military imprisonment. A few months later, Cika and Acko were taken to the 

concentration camp.

David Alkalaj. Upon the end of the war, 

he returned from military imprisonment

to Belgrade and later moved to live in 

Israel. 



Ela Levi in Vienna in 1927. According to witnesses, 

upon receiving news, in 1942, that her entire family was

taken to concentration camps, Ela, in an anguished 

outburst, spat and stomped on a picture of Hitler in 

downtown Belgrade, lamenting her family’s fate. She 

was then immediately arrested and taken away,

never to return.  

Ela and Loni in Belgrade.



Ela Levi (married Co Ceng) with daughter Glorija 

born in Vienna in 1933.

Bebica and Glorija in Belgrade in 1941.



Glorija Co Ceng in 1959 in Belgrade.

She died in Pancevo in 2007.

Glorija (married) Gerstner with her son Bojan 

in Rakovici-Belgrade in 1964. 



Jakov (Zak) Levi. In 1942 he was taken 

as a Jew for a reprisal killing and shot in 

Belgrade in Topovske Supe.  

Zak’s birth certificate.



Zak’s work documentation.



Zak with Estera Demajo on their 

honeymoon in Venice.



Estera Demajo Levi on her wedding day. 

Children pictured:

Bebica, Loni and Venecija Mandil.

Estera with daughter Liza.Taken with

her child in 1942 to the Sajmiste 

concentration camp, from which all 

traces of both were lost. 



Eliezer-Lazar Levi was taken with his parents

Venecija and Elijas in 1942 in Belgrade, 

to an alleged old-age hospital from

which they were transported by gas

wagons to Jajince, from where traces

of all were lost.

Lazar’s birth certificate. 



Lazar’s work documentation. The beginning of hard times for Jews in Dorcol. (Referring 

to right hand document, showing Lazar’s work pay being withheld for being Jewish.) 



Rejna (Lenka) Levi and Jeuda-Biti Bisordi. 

Biti was taken for a reprisal killing and shot in 

1942, in the concentration camp at Topovske 

Supe.

Fragment of Lenka and Biti’s ketuba (wedding 

certificate), issued by the Bet Izrael synagogue

in Belgrade on the 10th of April 1927.



Lenka and Biti with their children Leon

(Loni) and Buena (Bebica). Lenka was 

taken with her children to the Sajmiste

concentration camp in 1942, where 

traces of all were lost. 



Biti and Loni

Monicko and Loni



Loni,

circa

1931



Bebica
Lenka and Bebica



Bebica in the first row, first on the right hand side, at Purim in Dorcol in 1936.



Bebica



Bebica with grandfather Elijas in

Belgrade, at Terazije in 1940.

Grandfather and granddaughter, Elijas 

and Bebica taking a stroll, in downtown

Belgrade in 1941.



Monicko and Bebica at Kalemegdan Park in 1939.

Bebica



Venecija with Monicko, Lenka and Bebica at Kalemegdan Park in 1939.



Mazal-Matilda (Maca) Levi’s 

(married Mandil) birth certificate. Fragment of Maca and Mosa’s ketuba 

(wedding certificate), issued by Bet Izrael 

synagogue on the 14th of September 1936.



Mosa Mandil, Maca’s husband with 

younger daughter in 1940. 

The family lived in Pozarevac, from where 

Mosa was taken as a Jew for a reprisal 

killing and shot in 1942.

Venecija Mandil with sister. 

Maca was taken from Pozarevac with her 

children, destined for a concentration camp

in Belgrade in 1942. 

After the war, Monicko learned that Maca,

during the transport to the concentration 

camp, threw herself with her children into 

the Morava river, and ended their lives.



Venecija Mandil



Venecija Levi with Monicko in 

Belgrade, in 1914.



Children in Budapest in 1919:

Mazal, Monicko, Mosa and 

Buena (Bojka)



Elijas and Vencija’s children: Mazal (Maca), Solomon (Monicko), Mosa, Buena (Bojka),

Belgrade, 1924.



Monicko and Mosa Levi, unseparable brothers and students in Dorcol.



Monicko as a high school student in Dorcol. Pictured in the front row, amongst 

others are :

Bata Amar, Daca Kapon, Bata Levi and Simce Koen, later, after the war became

long-time members of Baruh Brothers choir.



Mosa Levi. Born in Belgrade in 

1915.

In occupied Belgrade, he was 

pursued as a communist, under 

the false name Milutin Despotovic, 

arrested as such, and taken to 

special police. He was tortured, 

uncovered as a Jew, then shot 

in Topovske Supe in 1942.

Response to a letter Monicko had written in his 

search for his disappeared brother, after the end 

of the war.

Written to someone being held at the same prison

for that period of time.



Mosa in the company of his fellow activits in Belgrade in 1941.



Mosa Levi’s identification card.



Mosa at school in Dorcol.

*

*



Monicko Levi. Sole survivor of the immediate family Levi.



Monicko as a student at a commerce academy 

in Belgrade.

Monicko prior to the war.



After the disappearance of his entire family, 

Monicko managed to leave Belgrade for

Borski Rudnik, where with his false name

lived and worked in constant fear to be 

uncovered as a Jewish person until 

the end of the war.

Monicko’s false identification.



Identification of Marika Levi as Marija 

Milojkovic, my mother, Monicko’s wife.



Documents during

and after the war.



The post-war generation. Monicko and Marika’s children: 

Venecija and Elijas (Bata) Levi.

Belgrade in 1950.



Monicko in 2001 in Montreal, where 

he died in august and was laid to rest 

in a Montreal Jewish cemetery, 

Kehal Izrael.
Tombstone



Buena (Bojka) Levi
Bojka Levi’s birth certificate. 

Clergyman Nisim Testa can be found on 

clergy group picture in Belgrade.



Monicko with his sister Bojka 

(right), at Avala in 1937.

Family outing at Kalamegdan Park: 

Sarina, Lenka, Bebica, Monicko 

and Bojka.



Bojka (Buena) Levi-Holo,1940 in Belgrade.

In occupied Belgrade, Bojka was forced 
to register with her sister Sarina at
Tasmajdan in Belgrade in 1942, 

from where they were transported to 
Sajmiste concentration camp, 
where all traces were lost.

Franc and Bojka Holo on their wedding day 

on the 17th of November, 1940 in 1940.



Bojka and Franc Holo in Belgrade on their 

wedding day in 1940. 

Franc Holo was arrested as a Jew and taken 

for a reprisal killing and shot in 1942 in 

Belgrade in the Topovske Supe concentration

camp.

Bojka and Franc as they exit the 

synagogue on 19 Kosmajska street in 

Belgrade. 

In the background: Lenka (top left) and 

Loni (top right).



Exit from synagogue after the wedding ceremony 

on 19 Kosmajska street in Belgrade on the 17th of 

September 1940.

The back of picture on left. The description of the sephardic custom on the 

wedding day is of particular interest.



Elijas Levi  in 1939 in Belgrade.



Elijas during Queen Consort Maria of Yugoslavia’s visit. 

In the front row: the Queen and her children.

.



Elijas in Budapest in 1922 at an embassy function.



Elijas with friends at Serbian Saint Day in Dorcol.  



Elijas Levi in Belgrade in 1939. From Elijas’ archives.



Work documents for Elijas’ kosher restaurant Uranija, in Belgrade.



Work documents showing Elijas’ 

handwriting.
Elijas’ work document.



Elijas’ various business letters.



Work documents.

Signed by attorney Benko Davico (right), husband of Streja Davico.



From Elijas Levi’s archives.



Kalemegdan Park 1941.

Tuca and Zak with their mother

Venecija.

Venecija with friends, 1941 in

Dorcol.



Davico family. Streja and Benko with

children: Lujo, Arsen and Bosko.

Benko Davico worked as an attorney 

in Dorcol. He died in the Balkan War.

(1912-1913)

Streja Davico, née Levi was the 

daughter of Avram Levi, Elijas Levi’s

older brother. 



Benko Davico with his family.



Streja Davico with parents and her 

children at Baden in 1921.



Postcard-photograph, Streja Davico with her sons:

Lujo, Arsen and Bosko

Back of postcard-photograph.



Postcard-photograph, Streja Davico with her sons

in Geneva in 1917. Back of postcard-photograph.



Avram-Arsen, Lujo and Samuilo-Bosko in 

Chamonix, France, where they lived

for a certain time.

Lujo, Arsen and Bosko



High school students in Dorcol.



Lujo Davico, worked in Belgrade as a ballet 

professor in music school (today the Stankovic 

music school).

He died in Montenegro in 1942, as part of a 

Partisan mission. Today, the ballet school of 

Belgrade, was named after him and a his name 

appears on a commemorative plaque in honor 

of professors that died during the war can be 

found in the Stankovic music school.

Samuilo-Bosko Davico (not pictured), Lujo’s 

older brother was arrested as a Jew and taken 

for a reprisal killing and shot in Belgrade, in 1941. 



Lujo Davico at Ada 

Ciganlija in Belgrade.

Avram-Arsen Davico. 

He moved to Palestine

before the war as a 

Zionist and died

of malaria in a 

kibutz.



Venecija Levi with her aunt Streja,

Belgrade, 1950.

Streja Davico, Venecija Levi Breder, and Eli Breder, 

at a Purim celebration in 1973 in Belgrade.



An article from a Jewish Newsletter after the death of Streja Davico in Belgrade.



A tribute visit to Dahau concentration camp, linked the remembrance of all 

Holocaust victims with the Levi family tragedy, which perished far from 

Dahau, yet in connected suffering and anguish that was equally merciless towards

all Jewish people.  

Breder family 1988 (Venecija not pictured).

Entrance to Dahau concentration camp through which the many 

victims of the Holocaust entered.



A look into a horrific past. Visit to the Dahau concentration camp, Eli Breder, son of Venecija 

Levi-Breder, great grandson of Elijas Levi, 1988.



Visit to Dahau, Venecija Levi-Breder with daughter Rebeka 

(Elijas’ great granddaughter) 1988.



Witness to the remnants of an atrocity, gas showers which were used in the killing

of millions of Jews.

Pictured : Eli Breder.



After the end of the war, the remains of the vctims from Belgrade’s 

concentration camps were transported from mass graves into a shared grave at the 

Jewish cemetery in Belgrade, where they were interred and a monument was built. For 

my unfortunate, disappeared family, there will always remain questions whether they 

were laid to rest there. Like millions of other victims from the Holocaust, they simply 

disappeared without a trace.

In spite of the tremendous loss of life in the nightmare of the Holocaust, the 

Levi family was not entirely destroyed, and the descendents of Elijas and Venecija can 

now count four generations in the 21st century. On Ela and Monicko’s side new 

generations carry on: Glorija, Venecija, Elijas, Bojan, Eli, Rebeka, Maja, Dina, Tahlia, 

Evan, Martina, Nikolina, Francesco,Olivia,Sarina,Penelope.

I am hopeful that these generations and those that will follow, will fulfill a happy 

and peaceful life, without any repetition of the atrocious times that we must never allow 

to occur again.



With the passage of time, the memory of previous 
generations can easily be erased, if there is no one to remember 
and  relay them into the future. When people vanish in such an 
inconceivably cruel way, history must be honoured, remembered  
and documented. For a greater future for those that will follow, the 
knowledge of the past is not merely a collection of memories, but a 
life lesson. Human tragedies leave behind them evidence that create 
the opportunity to foresee where good ends and evil begins. If this 
is overlooked, the possibility for this malice to be repeated will 
always loom. The tragedy of the Levi family from Dorcol, along with 
millions of murdered Jews, that went to their deaths solely because 
they were Jewish, is too harsh a lesson to be forgotten. If that is 
understood, only then can it be explained how these reprehensible 
circumstances came to be, and at once make sense of the absurdity 
of the Holocaust.  



My Family from Dorcol, is entirely protected under copyright law. It is strictly forbidden to change or modify any text or 
picture, in its entirety or partly by any means that addresses any material or documents in this project.

I would like to thank Raka Levi for his enthusiasm, his encouraging support and 

collaboration in the realization of this project, My Family from Dorcol. 

I would like to thank Dina Levi (Elijas’ great granddaughter) for her exceptional and 

devoted cooperation for the translations and preparation on the computer of the historic 
picture of the family Levi.

I would like to take this opportunity to extend a special thank you for the mutual 
efforts and contributions in the translations from Serbian to English, and French to the great 
grandchildren of Elijas and Venecija:

Eli Breder, Rebeka Breder, Maja Levi and Dina Levi. 

Their wish is for the testimony of the disappeared family Levi become 

understandable and accessible to everyone interested, wherever they may be, while at the 
same time to learn more of the unfortunate fates of the victims of the Holocaust. Behind the 
six million names that perished, are people and children that were full of life that was unjustly 

shortened and erased. It is unforgivable to let evil thrive by forgetting and losing sight of the 
culprits. Sadly, there still exists those who claim that the Holocaust never occurred. Amongst 
other reasons, this is why it is imperative to revive, by documenting, those who are gone. 

In addition, I wish to express in advance, my gratefulness for the progressive, 
creative and just part of humanity, anywhere in the world, that in the future it will find the 

power and the way to recognize and repress human malice at its beginnings, for it to never 
transform into an atrocious part of history.   


